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Rieju’s Marathon 200LC
trips the lights fantastic

TRAIL bikes may not be T+MX’s staple diet but
we do know a good thing when we see one.
And trust us, the Rieju Marathon MRT200LC is
a very good thing. This is a PROPER little trail
bike with cool looks, a great spec, good build
quality, zippy performance and is light enough
for anyone to handle on any sort of going.

We blagged one for a (wet) weekend and to be
honest it was a real surprise to discover just what
a little gem the Rieju was. It sports a strong, steel,
twin-spar frame - with aluminium swinging arm -
housing a liquid-cooled Yamaha motor with Keihin
carb and aluminium tail pipe. It boasts 40mm Mar-
zocchi USD forks, a PRS link rear suspension, a
radial dual piston front caliper and huge 300 mm
disc. There’s full size 21” front, 18” rear alloy rims,
alloy bars with domino grips, hand-guards and
fork protectors.

The little Yam motor ought to prove to be bullet-
proof, it starts with a push of the bar-mounted but-
ton, warms-up quickly, sips petrol and pulls sur-
prisingly strongly. The six-speed box is slick and
it will sit all day at around 60mph in top. In bottom
gear the marathon will easily tackle any climb in
the country while in between the close knit cogs
are perfect for the trails - and you will have maxi-
mum fun doing so, Why? Because it is so light and

manageable, riding the Rieju off-road is a blast.
And it is just as much of a blast swooping along
poorly maintained B roads. In fact the worse the
surface the more fun you’ll have. This little 200
thrives on loose surfaces and pot-holes. Take care
with that front brake though as the radial caliper
and whopping 300mm disc can easily have the
front rubber squealing on tarmac. Just squeeze
the lever gently for awesome stopping power.

This is a bike you can use a lot,
If you want a big, heavy brute-force enduro bike

for your ‘trail’ riding then this is not for you. This is
for those who want a genuine trail bike. Some-
one who used to buy a Honda CR230. The Rieju
scales a truly featherweight 107Kg. Compare that
to the Kawasaki KLX250s positively porky 139Kg.
Sure the Kwack is a lot more powerful and quicker
on the road but the weight is a real handicap on
heavy off-road going.

In short, the Marathon MRT200LC, based on its
learner-legal 125cc sibling, is the trail bike find of
the year. It’s a quality-built, snappy handling, zippy
performing, cool looking, super-light little trailie
that is also excellent value for money at just £3599
inc VAT.

Expect to see more and more Rieju’s on the
trail.

Andy Foulkes, Trials
and Motocross news
columnist and Quad
magazine editor dust-
ed off his motocross
boots for a quick Mara-
thon impression at a
test track north of Bar-
celona.

Andy’s impression:
Having been in quad-
land for a long time, I
surprised myself at my
enthusiasm for getting
back on two-wheels.
The new Marathons are
good-looking pieces
of kit and have all the
right bits and a well put
together package. And
sitting on the 250 with its
hard seat and compact
dimensions it reminded
me of my old KTM200.
All the controls are nice
and light and ahhh… an
electric start, luxury.

This was the first time
I had ridden one of the
‘new-era’ 250 four-stroke
250s and I wasn’t sure
what to expect. Would it
be as buzzy and power-
bandy as a 125 two-
stroke? Nope. It pulled
my less than lightweight

corpse away across the
MX photographic area
with a smooth and con-
trollable surge from the
bottom end.

Off the MX course we
went and into the woods
and to my surprise and
delight the five mile loop
of the Spanish hills was
just like a south east-
ern centre enduro. Lots
of rutted-out trails and
roots and out into open
scrubland. It could have
been Weavers Down.
But hot.

Picking lines up a
rutted trail is always a
good test of rider and
machine, swapping from
side to side for the best
line and trying not to

get cross-rutted. I was
loving it and everything
seemed to work well.

Yes, on the steeper
climbs it ran out of grunt
and needed a shift
down, but it still amazed
me how well it pulled
and how forgiving it was
and gave me the confi-
dence to go faster. And
then I reached my limit,
crossed the ruts, stalled
it and superman-ed a
few yards further up the
trail. OOF!

Having reached my
pace, I dusted myself
down, hit the starter but-
ton and continued on and
did another loop out into
the woods and with just
40 minutes on the clock

Rieju Marathon – A Quick Spin:
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